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EVANGELICAL
VISITOR
~m
By Maud Prazer Jackson
When the skies at fall of even
Their entrancing hues disclose,
When before me is the wonder
Of a fragrant, dew-kissed rose—
Love divine, of God the Father,
Over all, in all, I see;
Marking out the course of planets,
Reaching down to care for me.
Nature ever tells the story
Of God's love, if we will hear;
But before his pow'r and glory
This poor human heart would fear,
If beside the book of nature,
Stood no Book by grace bestowed,
Telling of the Son, our Saviour,
And the blood for us that flowed.
Yes, the Cross completes the story
Of my Father's love divine,
Takes away the clouds of darkness
Which conceal his face from mine.
I can call him Abba, Father,
He who made the stars, the sea!
For the blood-stained Cross assureth—
Love divine includeth me.
—Sunday School Times.
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A CONVENTION OF ORTHODOX COLLEGES IN CHICAGO
AT THE MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE
November 11th to 13th.
During the past two years there has been considerable discussion through some of the religious periodicals and by private correspondence relative to/the very apparent need for a better understanding of the; work to be accomplished by the orthodox .colleges
of this country and for greater and more definite co-operation
among them in order to realize the best success in that accompishment.
In the first place, it has already been demonstrated that there
is scarcely an individual who even claims to know just what, or
how many orthodox colleges there are in America today, or how
many there are who desire to be classified as such. It has been ascertained, however, during these two years' study of, the situation
that there are many" more institutions which are favorable to conservative education than there were commonly supposed to be,
and it is highly desirable t h a t each of these orthodox colleges
should become acquainted with the rest and thereby enjoy their inspiration and co-operation on all lines of the same great and) important undertaking.
But there can be no satisfactory beginning of co-operation until
there is a meeting of the representatives of these conservative institutions to discuss together the problems and difficulties which are
common to all. Through such a meeting the acquaintance of all
can be made and a common program of co-operation can be intelligently formulated and adopted. Some of the questions arising
among the different smaller colleges today are: (1) Where can we
find desirable and satisfactory t e x t books, to put into the hands of
our college students in certain courses? (2) If there are no satisfactory texts being published, are there enough colleges desiring
them to justify their publication? (3) What attitude shall a
small college take'toward the artificial standardization of scholarship based purely on a financial endowment basis? (In some
states this requirement has already been advanced to $500,000.00
and an announcement has already been made that it i- likely to be
advanced to $1,000,000.00.) (4) What Post-Graduate institution can
orthodox--colleges safely patronize? (5) Do the orthodox, colleges
need to organize themselves into an association for mutual protection and co-operation? (6) Do they need to establish a headquarters to act as a clearing house for the supplying of information desired by all? (7) Do they need to publish a journal of conservative
scholarship in which all of the! interested institutions may publish
their announcements and requests from time to time ? Other questions relative to the curriculum and scholastic standards of orthodox colleges, and the exchange of credits, have also arisen, all of
which should be thoroughly and frankly discussed in a convention of
the representatives of all of the interested institutions.
After much correspondence and due consideration, it seems that
the time and place best suited for such a convention is about the
middle of November in or near Chicago, and since Dr. Gray, of the
Moody Bible Institute, has so generously invited the Convention to
meet in his institution at that time, it has been decided by the
committee on arrangements to accept his invitation toi meet there
November 11th to 13th, 1924
All institutions of college grade which classify, or desire to
classify as orthodox or conservative institutions (in the commonly
accepted meaning of those terms as opposed to modernism, liberalism,, evolution, etc.) are hereby invited to send at least two representatives to this Convention. If there are those in any institution
who are interested but cannot come by official appointment, they
are invited to come unofficially and participate in the Convention.
This applies to members, of; the Faculty and Board of Trustees of
any college.
A full program is being arranged for the Convention and
prominent college men from the various institutions over the United States, both north and south, are expected to be present and to
(Concluded on page 5.)
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LOVE FEAST

Manheim
Gratersford

..*

Pennsylvania
'.

Saturday, November 15
November 15 and 16

California
Upland, Calif
November 22 and 23
A cordial invitation is extended to all who can to attend.
COMMUNION SERVICE
A Communion service will be held at the Messiah Home
Chapel, Harrisburg, Pa., on Sunday evening, November 23, 1924.
This will be also the beginning of a series of meetings in charge
of Eld. Jacob L. Heisey of Washingtonboro, Pa. Prayer is solicited for these services. A general invitation goes to all.
BRETHREN IN CHRIST SUNDAY SCHOOL MEETING
'to be1 held' at Fairland Church, near Cleona,, Pa.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1924
( Forenoon
'9:00. Sunday School Session
In charge of Eld. J. B. Funk
10:00. "Benefits Derived from the Use of the Blackboards" j
Eld. J. E. Lebo
Special Singing.
10:30. "How can Sociability be Developed in the Sunday School?"
Bro. Isaiah Bashore
11:00. Select Reading
Sr. W. H. Peters
Recitation
Lloyd Shepler
11:15. "Future Prospects of the Sunday School.'
Bro. A. C. Rosenberger
11:45. Closing Exercises.
Afternoon
1:00..Devotional.
1:15. Children's Services
In charge of Sr. J. E. Lebo
1:45. Recitation
'.
...Geraldine Earp
Special Singing.
2:00. "What Bearing Should a Teacher's Preparation and Study
Have Upon Himself?"
Bro. Ezra McCulloh
2:30. "The Teacher's Preparation of His Pupil"
Bro. B. M, Hess
Special Singing.
3:00. "Reminiscences of Sunday School Work"
Eld. T. A. Long
3:30. General Discussion.
4:00. Dismissal.
Evening
6:30. Youngj Peoples Meeting.
7:30. Preaching Service.
Please brink lunch.
A hearty welcome is extended to all.
NEWS NOTE
On September 13 our old Aunt Sarah Long turned into her 90th
year. She is still quite alert to all that is going on around her and
her mental faculties are still quite good for one of her age. She is
very happy in the Lord.

The days are so unspeakably solemn in the "Sinflood"
that is sweeping' the earth, that we need to seize every
opportunity of deepening the bond in Christ between
those who have to stand and withstand! in this evil day.
Isolated messengers of the truth of God need a prayersupport beyond the ordinary conception of "Prayer," and
a welding together by the Holy Spirit with others who
are in the same! fiery trial of their loyalty to the Gospel
of Calvary.—Selected.
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EDITORIAL
A concerted move, under the slogan. "Get out the
Christian vote," has been launched, and ministers are
being urged to interest their congregations politically to
this end.
In the past years a number of religious bodies as well
as our own, stood aloof from political activity, but under
the pressure of recent years, in which moral questions
were presented to the electorate, and the voting franchise
was held forth as a semi-religious duty, the conscientious
barrier to political activity was broken down, until today
scarcely a voice is heard in opposition to this world-ward
drift, and many of the professed holiness bodies encourage voting as a Christian! duty.
As a body we have always discouraged political activity, and this attitude is strongly declared in our accepted tenets of doctrine.
Since patriotism, or love of country is so highly exalted and taught in connection with the exercise of elective franchise, we feel it a timely topic of discussion.,
We realize it requires a conscience awakened and fortified by the Word of God, to stand against the influence
and pressure we face these days, and so we turn to the
Scripture 'and note some of the neglected truth on this
point.
In the call to separation of Abraham, (whose children we are, if we be of faith, Gal. 3:6-7.) God enjoined
him to '"Get thee out of thy country" Gen. 12:1, "that he
might seek a better or heavenly." Heb. 11:16. He was to
forget (not to be mindful of) lest he return. Heb. 11:15.
He confessed he was a "stranger and pilgrim" as - a
testimony that he looked for a city (of which' he already
by faith was a citizen) which harmonizes with the declaration of Phil. 3:20. For our conversation (marg.
citizenship) is in heaven, whence we also look.
The Scriptures declare repeatedly we are strangers,
pilgrims, foreigners and to pass the time of our sojourning here in fear.
No stranger, pilgrim or foreigner has the voting
privilege.
Christ was offered the kingdoms of this world with
all their glory by Satan, but he refused, knowing they are
to be his, not by alliance with satan, but by authority and
rulership Dan. 7:12:14 in God'si own time, and in this we
shall be associated' with him Dan. 7:22-27.
Jesus said: "Ye are not of the world, 1 have chosen
you out of the world: therefore the world hateth you."
The late ex^president Roosevelt declared: "that a
man who would not go to war and fight should not vote."
I agree with him most heartily, for Jesus says: "My kingdom is not of this world; if my kingdom were of this
world then would my servants fight."
And since the world declare fighting and voting be-
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k n g to the same class, I cheerfully and conscientiously
abstain from both.
James says: "Ye have killed the just and he doth not
resist you."
A strong text on non-resistance.
CONSECRATION AS TAUGHT IN SCRIPTURE
By the Editor.
As we realize the; importance, yea, the absolute necessity of a complete and thorough consecration, being
wrought in every soul seeking to enter the sanctified,
victorious, more abundant life so clearly portrayed in all
the apostolic writings, and having noted, (sad to say),
many failures in Christian profession because of the lack
of definite, scriptural consecration, we feel to write concerning that which the Holy Spirit has made so real, and
precious to our soul, from the inspired Word.
We find God's Word elucidates this subject by three
methods; viz, in type, in doctrine, and by experience.
We deem it profitable to first distinguish between
consecration and sanctification, because in literal meaning
they are almost synonomous, but scripturally considered
there is a chasm 'between* them which is only crossed by
one bridge, and one only which we wish to emphasize,
namely FAITH.
Let us differentiate more clearly. Consecration is
wrought by yieding our will, and completed by abandonment to the will of God (Rom., 12:1, 2.) Sanctification is
appropriated by a living faith, and brings absolute trust
and rest in God. (Heb. 4:1-3.)' '
Again, while there can be no experience of sanctification without a complete consecration, yet there are
many who are living consecrated; lives without a definite
experience of sanctification by FAITH.
And while it is not within the scope of this article to
deal with sanctification, or the sanctified life, either as
to the agency employed, or the work accomplished, just
here we wish to emphasize one point; every scripture (to
our knowledge,) that gives expression to the initial
ground, condition, or premise of sanctification, says, By
faith; not by works, growth, obedience, good desires or
death, but by FAITH.
Note Acts 15:8, 9; 26:18; Rom. 3:22; 5:2; Eph. 3:17.
Hallelujah! for the hearing of faith, (Gal. 3:2) which
brings the Spirit into our lives, and brings forth good
works, (Eph. 2:10; Phil.2:13) ; and growth, (2 Pet. 3:18)
and obedience, (I Pet. 1:2,) fulfilled desires, (I John 5:
15.) Glory* to God for realities in the soul!
Now to consider consecration in type. We often
hear the expression, "for sacrifice or service," and in
Ex. 29, we find in the offering of the two consecration
rams, a beautiful type, embodying the truth of that expression, and exemplifying true consecration and setting
apart for! the priests' office.
First the bullock, or sin offering, was made, just
as our sins must be put under the blood, and' our guilty
conscience must be purged, before we can approach the
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holiest. (Heb. 10:22.) Then in Ex. 28:15, we have the
beginning of the consecration rite proper.
First, the ram gave its blood (or life) for a sprinkling, (or testimony) around the altar; then separated
from its head, (the will) and completely dissected; just
so the Spirit of God searches and separates our every
member, ambition, plan, desire, yea, every reserve is
torn asunder, (Heb. 4:12) thoroughly washed, then all
placed upon' the altar and offered as,; a whole! burnt offering unto the Lord, of which nothing was to be left but
ashes.
This is a beautiful type of crucifixion and self-abnegation, such as Paul expresses in Acts 20:24, "'Neither
count I my life dear unto myself."
We do lock our coal binsi and wood sheds, but I never
yet saw a lock and key on an ash barrel; and ashes are
quite content to be trodden under foot, if the Master
places them there.
Thank God, for the privilege of bringing an offering
which He desires (Rom. 12:1, 2) and which becomes "an
offering of sweet savor unto the Lord."
We will now consider the service part as typified in
the offering of the second ram, verse 20.
Its blood, (or life) goes out in testimony and separation to God. For authority of the thought of blood
speaking or bearing testimony we refer you to Heb.
12:24.
Again, it separates "right" things to the service of
God, and by an expressive type, shows us how farreaching and all-embracing the work of consecration is,
for under this figure it is a! "from tip to tip" experience.
It quickens! the ear to hear, the hand to do, and the
foot to walk the! way of God. And we are sure if the tip
of the ear is kept,from inclining to hear that which is
not of God, the hearing will never be denied. If the tip
of tfhe thumb is kept under the blood, the hand will
never clasp that which displeases God. And if the tip of
the great (or leading) toe remains hallowed by the blood,
the foot will never depart from the way of the Lord.
Again, God wills that we "stand perfect and complete in all the will of God," and no man who was maimed, halt, deformed, blemished, or with anything superfluous, could ever minister in the priest's office. (Lev.
21:18-21.)
If this test (spiritually) were applied, where would
the murmuring, complaining, halting,, stumbling, lame,
blind, up and down, in and out, sin allowing, sin excusing,
and sin serving professors of today appear?
But, listen; God has never changed His standard, and
under the Gospel we are all to be kings and priests (Rom.
'1;6; I Pet. 2:9), and the ceremonial law was typical of
the definite doctrinal teaching, and standard given by the
apostles, in such scriptures as Eph. 5:26, 27; I Thess.
5:23; Jude 24; and many others which space forbids
mentioning here.
And remember, dear reader, we shall not be judged
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by creeds, church doctrines, or carnal reasonings, but by
the standard of God's eternal word.
In verses 26, 27, the breast and right shoulder of
the ram were set apart as the Lord's portion, and as the
breast shields the heart which all scripture recognizes as
the fountain from which proceeds the issues of life, we
can easily understand why God emphasizes this demand;
"Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God."
Again, the expression, "putting our shoulder to the
wheel," is so well understood by all, that we need not
mistake the meaning of this demand, for all the push
and energy of our "right" shoulder, to be used to extend, and glorify the kingdom of God.
We find the truth, portrayed in these types emphatically set forth by Jesus in doctrinal teaching in
such scriptures as Matt. 22:37; 10:37, 38; 19:21; Luke
14:26, 27, 33, and many others from both the gospels
and epistles, but we wish to hasten on, and consider
that very expressive and complete example of consecration recorded in Phil. 3, where the Apostle Paul gives; us
his own experience.
We realize the impossibility of fully delineating all
the pointed truths hidden in this autobiography of the
carnal-secure, fleshly-confident, self-indulgent life as recorded by the apostle, in which he once boasted, but finally did "count but dung," that he might be "found in
Him," the life more abundant. But that we may see the
pointed facts and their "deadly paralell" as mainifested
in the lives of many professors of today, we will formulate a comparative outline, which will emphasize the
truth we wish to present.
Beginning with verse 5, we notice he mentions circumcision, the inductory rite of the Jewish faith, representing religious advantages, which finds its counterpart in infant baptism, knowing the catechism, confirmation, observing ordinances; to be explicit, depending on
religious forms, creeds and cermonies, instead of having the vital personal knowledge of redemption by the
blood of Jesus.
Second, "of the stock of Israel," which by inheritance gave him his place in the Jewish economy, giving
him just claim to all the privileges, covenants, inheriances, and blessings, both temporal and spiritual, pertaining to the land of Carman, promised by God to the
seed of Abraham.
How many today rest in the vain hope of having
had godly parents, boasting of their genealogy, "blue
blood," yea, we scarcely reaize how deep-seated inherited
tendencies are. For example, many a man is a democrat
because his father was a democrat, and counts that sufficient reason for his political views; and just so, many
say, I'm a Methodist, or Mennonite, or Lutheran, yea perhaps, "Brethren ini Christ" because my father or mother
was one.
May God help us to see we are to be "born not of,
blood, nor of the wil of the flesh; nor of the will of man,
but of God (Jno.l:13.)
(Concluded on page 14.)
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CONVENTION OF ORTHODOX COLLEGES IN CHICAGO
AT MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE
(Continued from page 2.)
take a leading part in the discussions. Copies of the program* will
appeal* later in many of the religious papers and will also be sent
direct to all who desire them. A postal card addressed to President, C. B. Widmeyer, Pasadena College, California, will bring
them.
Dr. Gray assures u s that the expenses of the delegates at the
Convention will be very small, and will not exceed $2.00 a day.
The financing of the Convention will noi) be a burden, because no
paid speakers are engaged, the purpose being, chiefly, to make it
a time of discussion by the delegates themselves. As to whether
or not there will be a permanent organization effected cannot be
stated at this time, as that will be a matter for the Convention itself to decide.
We trust that this announcement and invitation may reach
every orthodox college in America and hope that it may be both
possible and desirable for everyone of them to be represented by
one or more delegates at this Convention, kindly notify Dr. James
M. Gray, 153 Institute Place, Chicago, Illinois, as early as possible
in order to assist the Institute in making the necessary preparations for your accommodation.
SIGNED:
C. B. Widmeyer, Pres., Pasadena College, Pasadena, Calif.
Paul K. Helsel, Pres., Pacific Junior College, Los Angeles, Cal.
E. G. Burnett, President, Greenville College, Greenville, 111.
F . H. Larabee, Dean, Asbury College, Wilmore, Kentucky.
George McCready Price, Union College, Collegeview, Nebr.
John W. Leedy, President, Marion College, Marion, Indiana.
C. E. Hardy, President, Trevecca College, Nashville, Tenn.
J. L. Brasher, President, John Fletcher College, Oskaloosa, la.
S. C. Yoder, President, Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana.
Convention Committee.

BEGINNING THE DAY WITH GOD.
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OPPORTUNITY
The fact that "'all the earth sought to Solomon," and
that as his influence went abroad it was coupled with the
name of the Lord, gave him a chance to start a worldwide movement of true religion if God's interest and
glory had continued first in his mind. It is interesting to
observe the repetition of those situations in history when
opportunity was largest for the advancement of the Kingdom of God, when the psychology of the world or some
great part of thes world was right to receive the message
of eternal life. If Solomon had used his wisdom to apprehend the spiritual meaning of the Kingdom, had
cherished God's purpose that in Abraham's seed all peoples of the earth should be blessed, and had used his
mighty influence and resources accordingly, history would
have been written differently. The church of Christ
should watch for eras of special opportunity in heathen
nations, and should use those opportunities with all its
might.
He that is wise winneth souls.
A holiness that does not make men whole is not "true
holiness."
More good swimmers are drowned, proportionately,
than people who cannot swim.
We do not preach holiness to deliver our own souls;
we preach it to get results—hence it matters how we do it.
Deeds, habits, character, destiny. Repentance, change
of heart, sanctification and holiness, glorification and
heaven.

Every day should be commenced with God, and upon
the knees. He begins the day unwisely who leaves his
chamber without a secret conference with his Heavenly
OBSTRUCTIONS TO GROWTH.
Friend. The true Christian goes to his closet both for
his panoply and his "ration" for the day's march and
Rev. George D. Watson, D. D.
its inevitable conflicts. As the Oriental traveler sets out
for the sultry journey by loading up hisi camel under the
We are told in the Book of Job, "The righteous shall
palm tree's shade, and by filling his flagons from the hold on his way, and he that hath clean hands shall be
cool fountain that sparkles at its roots, so doth God's stronger and stronger." This is; a clear statement of the
wayfarer draw his fresh supplies from the unexhausted truth that purity removes the obstructions to spiritual
spring. Morning is the golden time for devotion. The growth and strength. When the heart is purified from
mercies of the night provoke to thankfulness. The buoy- evil tempers, the lips from evil words, and the hands
ant heart, that is in love with God, makes its earliest from evil deeds, then the whole being is prepared for the
flight, like the lark, toward the gates of Heaven. Grati- most rapid and steady advancement in wisdom, love and
tude, faith, dependent trust, all prompt to early inter- power, that our probationary state admits of.
views with Him, who, never slumbering, Himself waits on
As it is the glory of God; that He is infinite in every
His throne for our morning orisons. We remember Bundirection of His being, and in nothing can be increased or
yan's beautiful description of His Pilgrim's lodging over
diminished; so, for an opposite reason, it is the glory of
night in the "Chamber of Peace," which looked toward
the creature to forever progress in the quantity and splenthe sunrising, and at daybreak he "awoke and sang." A
dor of moral forces. This holy accumulation upon the
devout heart should not be mute when God causes the
character of the creature is not the absurd and unscripthe outgoings of His mornings to rejoice.—Selected.
tural idea of forever getting more and more pure, which
involves the notion of forever having a remainder of
Christ has • redeemed not only our souls, but our bod- sin; but after all dross is removed, the holiness of the
ies. Not a bone shall be left in the adversary's power. creature is forever advancing in intensity, luster and use—Spurgeon.
fulness. This will be the case if the conditions of per-
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petual holiness are complied with. Alas! how many who
were once purged from sin, fail to comply with, the royal
conditions of progressive union with God.
There is no mistake more common among Christians
that as to what are real hindrances to growth. Most of
God's people are perpetually locating their spiritual hindrances outside of themselves. If a mysterious yet mighty
voice should pierce the heart of every Christian on earth
and propound the questions, "Why are you not cheerful
and peaceful and content in spirit? Why are you not
gentle and sweet and victorious in a daily fellowship with
your Heavenly Father?" not one in ten thousand but
what would begin instantly to lay the blame on somebody, or something, or some circumstance outside of their
own hearts. It is so hard to believe, and so mortifying
to be convinced, that all our spiritual obstructions lie
within our own natures; yet such is emphatically true.
The Word of God everywhere locates all barriers to
growth and all antagonism to holiness within the heart.
It is true that' we may and do have many sore trials,
temptations, and opposing elements without us, yet these
things are not in themselves hindrances to growth in
holiness; nay, if the soul is really purified, all these things
will only advance our spiritual character. If we are freed
from all sin and in precious union with Jesus, then it is
impossible for devils, or men, or any circumstances whatever, to prevent us from increasing in the knowledge and
love of God, and the love of our neighbor.
A hot spring pours forth hot water from its own internal conditions, and all the external ice and frost in
the world cannot prevent the outstreaming of a warm
current. In like manner, a holy soul grows and nourishes
by its internal conditions. There may be ice and frost and
gloom and confusion and enemies and painful incident
without the soul but if it is truly cleansed its
devotion will be deepened and brightened by what
seems to be a religious drawback. Mr. Wesley found that
ill usage, crosses, disappointments, etc., were the best
agencies to growth in humanity, patience, and love. The
history of piety will show that thousands who have seemed to suffer most directly from the hand of God, have
been the very ones that loved God with a surpassing
flame of devotion j and those saints who have been called
to endure the greatest obloquy, treachery and persecution from their fellow beings are the very ones that exhibited the most amazing forbearance, charity and zeal
in blessing their fellow creatures. This proves that when
the inner heart conditions are all pure and right, nothing can hinder .the growth in true holiness and happiness.
If a child does not grow, the fault may not lie in
sunshine, air and food, but the child may be diseased and
not able to incorporate hearty food into its system. And
how many in the church, nay, what multitudes of ministers and Christian teachers themselves, are yet so
diseased in their moral being with inbred sin, that they
can neither eat nor assimilate the strong, healthy, holiness meat that God offers them; so ,that the obstruction
to Pentecostal vigor and zeal does not lie in the food or
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outer providences of God, but in the soul-illness. Hence
no one can eat 'strong meat," in the Bible sense of that
term, till after he is cleansed from all sin. Many use the
term, "strong meat," and simply mean brain food, deep
intellectualism, etc. I, have known preachers to say fine
things about "strong meat," and yet their soul-feeding
organs were so diseased with the "old man," that they
would get offended and disgusted at a plain sermon on
perfect love. When the hidden conditions are met,
growth in grace becomes inevitable.
Let the soil have no stones, thorns, or other obstructions to grain in' itself; let it be rich, pure soil, and then
the very hot sun that would otherwise scorch, will give
to vegetation a deeper green, and the very winds that
would otherwise blast, will only give the roots a stronger
hold. Thus it is with the soul-soil of the believer. God
can never make things work for our good except on the
conditions of heart holiness; and hear it, for I say it in
the face of God's Word—that when those celestial conditions are fully met and maintained, then nothing can
ever occur in the universe that will not be for our good
and advancement!
Thunder, lightning, fire, and rain
Poverty, sorrow, loss, and gain,
Death and heaven and earth and hell
For us, will work together well.
Every disappointment will cause us
to lean harder on the unwavering arm; every shock will
make us sink deeper into the unshakeable Rock; every
conflict with temptation will make us hate sin more deeply; every unkind blow from our fellow men will render
us more lowly and intent on doing the world good; every
dollar we lose will spur usi to lay up treasures in heaven;
every criticism of our spirit or conduct will drive us to
scrutinize our inner being before God, to see if we are
indeed washed in the blood of the Lamb. Abuse only
humbles us, and flattery and praise sink usi to still deeper self-abasement; the death of loved ones only trims our
lamps for the coming of the Bridegroom, and every teardrop adds another lens to the telescope of heavenly vision. If we are holy, all things are ours.
HE THAT IS SPIRITUAL.
T. Richardson Gray, Olds, la.
"God-Touched Hearts," is a significant allusion in
I Samuel 10, reading thus: "A band of men whose hearts
God had touched." From which I infer that those were
empowered and set apart for leadership in some special
mission, and which differentiated them from the mass of
King Saul's subjects. "There is no real difference, we
are all alike;" remarked a very wealthy and worldly
gentleman to me when he became ill, alluding to the apparent similarity of the saved and unsaved. This is indeed too frequently true, and only serves to emphasize
the need of clearcut religious living. However, the above
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remark is not so surprising, considering the failure of
many to discern the eternal line between the man and
the beast. Willard Scott mentions the bronze statue of
an Indian astride a pony, standing before the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. The Indian with outstretched
arms in mute but expressive appeal; his anxious face
(upturned toward the brazen sky, a mighty prayer for
some hidden need. "It is no necessity of food or drink
that tortures his heart; beneath him the well-nourished
poney muses contentedly, revealing no consciousness of
want. Food, drink, and rest satisfies the pony, but not
the man. It marks the fixed boundary between brute
and soul."
This reminds us of the distinction between the natural and the spiritual man, which sometimes is not
clearly revealed until put to the test, as in the following
example—also an Indian: Converted under a missionary
who visited the Nebraska Indian camps, God having
touched the young man's heart, he determined to seek an
education preparatory to taking up special religious work.
Persuading six companions to join him, they set out for
the Indian college many miles distant. A few weeks in
school sufficed to cool the ardor of the dusky lads; the
novelty and romance wore off; desire for learning waned;
it had lost its charm; school rules and restrictions proved
a real hardship to an Indian; dissatisfaction and restlessness possessed them, until, sad-spirited and homesick,
three of the number succumbed to their heart-yearning,
and departed for the old free camp life on the Missouri
River shores. This so affected the others that a few
weeks later saw two more following their example. Only
two remained in school. But as the routine of daily
study dragged along, a gradual change in the demeanor
of one of these was noted; he grew silent and thoughtful;
was disheartened. 'Twias evident that he, too, was slowly but surely giving way to the same disease—that of
homesickness. He was lonely; and although he strove
valiantly against it, 'twas a losing battle.
Tearfully he made known to his one companion his
intention to give it up and to return to his people. Arranging to start at dawn, the two lads talked long and
earnestly into the night. Then at daybreak, 'mid the
twitter of awaking birds, he departed on his long journey
to the Indian lands, accompanied a distance by his friend.
At separating, the two clasped hands in silence, too sad
for words; the one turning toward the beloved land of
freedom, with anticipations of home and companions;
the other back to the hard tasks of school life—alone. "I
knew then that I had something more than human," he
said. The test had shown who was the natural man, and
who the spiritual. I understand that the young Indian
—he that was spiritual—has made good.
The Common People: Let it cheer those in humble
life that "God-touched hearts" is not an experience limited to leadership; it is a promise to God's children of
humble -birth and of every calling. Without this quickening, the most obscure person fails in the full performance
of his life mission. Many of our1 dear! friends, otherwise
well-meaning, fall short of a satisfactory life service,
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find in their lowly pathway no heaven-appointed plan;
see no divinely opened doors, no coveted opportunities for
the winning of souls; these are overlooked or avoided; an
easy sniriung of church duties becomes habitual; and
numerous limitations bespeak plainly that something is
seriously lacking. But to him that is spiritual, ordinary
events become illumined and beautiful in a divine ordering which to others would hoid no special signiiicane. Unheralded and unsung, he is content to be paid in God's
coin, "Weil done, good and faithful servant." A writer
speaks of a "rainbow in a gutter." On a sultry day, hundreds of poor children in crowded, dusty city streets,
await the "time of refreshing," when the policeman turns
on the water hydrant to flush the street. With shouts of
joy the little barefoot ones rush into the cooling water;
and in the spray a perfect rainbow appears, as if sent
down from the sky to bless and delight the children of the
gutter. And thus will His spirit shine in the humblest
life as '"Heavenly treasure in earthen vessels," for He is
"not ashamed to call them brethren."
Who, indeed, would not covet the commendation
accorded the lowly Barnabas? Retiring in manner; modest and humble, he sought no prominence; 'Twas not
given to him to work a miracle; yet he was ever smoothing the way for others, finding opportunities, and himself fitting in whereever needed behind the scenes. At
thought of him, the heart of Luke grows tender, and he
departs from the routine of recording bare facts and
statistics, to write, "He was a good man." It is safe to
say that his goodness would never have been heard of
had he not been "full of the Holy Ghost and of faith." Is
not this what many good people lack—the dynamic to
make their goodness felt?
"Some know the right, approve it too,
Condemn the wrong, but the wrong pursue."
Again: God will, without fail, honor the lowliest
spiritual one with heavenly tasks to perform, and to
which others are strangers. Captain Lion, the New York
ferryman, was one of these. He was not a leader of
men, neither wealthy nor prominent. He must 'tend his
boat early and late; the two shores of a river was his
limit of navigation. He must endure the humdrum monotony of chugging wheels, signal bells, and exhaust pipes
without complaint at his lot; for he would rather "light
a candle, than curse the darkness." This he did, for God
gave him a beautiful task, and every week during summer he transported hundreds of poor and orphan children, free of charge, to and from their outing at Mount
Lawn. It was not money, but a "God-touched heart"
that carried the children over. The old Captain has
crossed his last river, and made his final landing. Perhaps the presence of dear children happily remind him of
those earthly associations when—
"A warmth crept into his kindly soul,
As in the wonder of their eyes,
Laughing children came to him,
And he saw where glory lies."
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Finally: He that is spiritual is both a "burning and a
shining light" to weak and groping ones, stimulating the
hopes and lighting the path "that weary earthbound folk
must tread". The heart that God has touched, will surely
touch other hearts. I have been specially impressed by
the sad state of some shut-ins, afflicted in body and scul,
some with blind eyes, and with no religious comfort of
future hope. Here was darkness indeed. The average
shut-in exhibits a beautiful chastened spirit of cheerful
resignation of faith and hope. But' our souls cry in pity
over the aforementioned pathetic ones.
Yet what a divine arrangement is this for the tender
nunistries of some messenger of mercy, "Whose candle
K'ceth not out by night." Far more effective than words,
the kindly spirit and living evidence of one who can
soothe the heart and light the way into the "rest of
faith."
With such a divine mission, "Who is sufficient" withT u r a divine equipment? And who does not cherish to
be numbered with such bearers of sympathy—heirs of
the unfailing promise.
"Thy sun shall go no more down; neither shall thy
moon withdraw itself; for the Lord shall be thy everlasting light."—Way of Faith.
When a man builds a house or ship, he takes heed
that no beam be strained; so God never overtaxes our
Faith, but brings in comfort, knowing our frame, not
suffering us to have sorrow upon sorrow, Phil. 2:27.
—Selected.
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OLD PEOPLES' HOME
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1176 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
NAMES

AND

ADDRESSES—FOREIGN
AFRICA

MISSIONARDJS

Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Martha Kaufman, Sadie Book, Elder and Mrs. L. B Steckley,
Elder and Mrs. John A. Climenhaga, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Elder Henry H.
Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Annie Winger, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag,
Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Elder and Mrs. Roy
H. Mann, Miss Lila Coon, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Beulah Musser,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
INDIA

Mrs. H. L. Smith, Miss Effie Rohrer, Miss Ella Gayman, Saharsa, B. and N. Wn.. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Anna Steckley,
Supaul, B. & N. Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Simrah Koti. Supaul, B.
N. W. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven,
Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry., India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH

Eld. A C. Winger, Tulare, Cal.
Mary E. Heisey, R. R. 1, Union, Ohio.
Eld. and Sr. H. J. Frey, Upland, Calif.
Cora Alvis, Geary. Okla., Box 15.
Miss Hannah Baker, 533 Third Ave., Upland. Cal.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer. Grantham, Pa.
Ruth E. Byer, 704 E. 9th St., Upland, Cal.
TREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elisabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoaltg, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster. Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger,
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page. Detroit, Kans.

Marriages
PAWNEE-ROPE
At the home of the officiating minister, Bishop D. R. Eyster,
Thomas, Okla., there occurred the marriage of Jesse Pawnee and
Belle Rope, October 6, 1924.
FRY-SMITH
Saturday evening, October 4, 1924, at 7:30 o'clock occurred the
marriage of Miss Beatrice K. Smith to Bro. Charles B. Fry, at the
home of the bride's parents,, 1809 State St., Harrisburg, Pa. The
ceremony was performed in the presence of near relatives by
Elder Jno. E. Lebo.
LANDIS-LONGANECHER
At the home of the bride's parents near Navarre, Kans., en
October 1, 1924, occurred the marriagq of sister Vesta Mae Longanecher to Bro. Glen W. Landis of Detroit, Kansas. Homer Engle
officiating.
MARTIN-BROWN
On,September 2, 1924, at the home of Boyce Brown, there occurred the marriage of Emerson Martin of Clarence Center, N. Y.
and Nina Faye Brown of Mill Hall, Pa.[Eld T. A. Long officiating.

Obituaries
HARSHBARGER—Fannie Ellen, daughter of Henry C. and
Fannie Emerick was born' near Sonora, Ohio, July 23, 1856. She
bad four brothers and three sisters, all but two;, Mrs. Adam, Saul
of Arkansas, and Wm.i H., of Dayton, Ohio, have preceded her in
death.
Quite early in life she gave her heart to the Lord and has
lived A consistent Christian life ever since. On July 30, 1873, she
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was united in marriage to Joseph W. Harshbarger and together
they traveled the pathway of life most happily. To this union were
born nine children: Mrs. Jno. Y ounce of near Beavertown, O.; Oha's.
E. of near Nashville, 0.; Theodore F. of near Union, O.; Mrs. Crosby Simmons of near Phillipsburg, 0.; David I. of near Garland, 0.;
Mrs. Walter Evans of near Casstown, 0.; Mrs., Harvey Sotzing of
near Troy, O.; and Wm. Henry and Cora Elretta, the last two
having preceded tiheir beloved mother t o the world beyond.
There are thirty-one grandchildren, twenty-four of whom are) living, seven step grandchildren, and six great grandchildren who
will greatly miss their dear grandmother.
About twenty years ago Sr. Harshbarger with her husband
joined the Brethren in Christ Church and together they have walked with God in their lives until He saw fit to send the Grim Reaper to garner one of His sheaves. Sr, Harshbarger scarcely knew
of ill health for a period of; thirty years! prior to\ her (last illness
when complications set in which brought her life to a close on
September; 29, 1924, aged 68 years, 2 months and 6 days. During
her brief illness she suffered most 1 intensely but, through it all she
was most patient and easily cared for, proving to those around her
that the Friend of Sufferers was sustaining her. Her faith did
not waver as death drew near, but her last conscious moments gave
evidence that she had not a (fear asr-she approached the grim portals which were to open] and welcome her home.
Mother's suffering is over,
Her anguish is past,
She reached the fair haven
She longed for, a t last.
V
Funeral services were held a t the Highland Church, near West
Milton, O., October 2, 1924, conducted by Bish. W. H. Boyer, assisted by Eld. Edward E. Engle and Eld. Emanuel Rohrer. Text:
John 14:1-3. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
EPLER—Martha Irene Epler was born at White House, Ohio,
May 12, 1906, and died; a t Detroit, Michigan, October 8, 1924, age
18 years, 4 months and 4 days. When but a small child she came
with her parents to- Kansas, where she lived until she was eight
years of age. At that age she with the rest of the* family moved
from Kansas, to 1Gladwin, Mich., where she grew to womanhood. A
little
over a year ago the family,ties were broken by the death of
hex1 father. This was a, trying, time for the family and Irene was
deeply moved and often expressed herself concerning her regard
for her, father's wishes. Irene, was a girl who found1 pleasure in
sacrificing for others. She would often give to those in need of
help expecting^ nothing in return. During the last few years it
had been necessary for her to work in the homes of different
people. During this time she has won many new friends, all of
whom speak exceptionally well of her, mentioning her cheerful
disposition and her pure and noble/life.
In her last illness her mother was called to her bedside at the
Detroit hospital. She did not realize that the end was so near, but
said that she was continually praying and that she knew that
Christ was near her and that she was right with God.
She leavesl to mour their loss her mother, four brothers and
three sisters, besides a host of other relatives and friends. Funeral
services at Rosebank church near Hope, Kansas, conducted by
Elders H. G. Engle and R. I. Witter
MUSSER—Michael B. 'Musser was born August 15, 1831, departed this life at his home near Florin, Pa., October 10, 1924, aged
93' years, 1 month and 255 days.
On November 30, 1854, he was united in marriage to Catharine N. Musser. To this union were born four children of whom two
survive: Elizabeth wife of Elder Abram Z. Hess and Martha, wife
of Bro. Hiram Wolgemuth, all of near Mt. Joy. The late Eli M. Musser deceased and Anna deceased wife of Bro. Benjamin H. Nissley
preceded him tofthe spirit world a number! of years ago. Besides
the foregoing he is survived by twenty-five grandchildren and
forty-seven great grandchildren; also one brother Amos B. Musser
of Elizabethtown, Pa.
The deceased was converted and united with, the Brethren in
Christ Church at the age of twenty-two, being a devoted and consistent member until he was /called; home. About fifty years- ago
he was elected a deacon ''and was an, active and faithful worker in
this capacity. Until several months before his decease he was enabled to attend services, which he greatly enjoyed, always taking
an. active part. Hei was a strong advocate ofl the prayer meeting
and earnestly exhorted to its faithful attendance. All the children
and nearly all the grandchildren and great grandchildren, who
have arrived at the age of accountability are converted and members of the. same church, it being his privilege to commune with
four generations a number of times. During his life Bro. Musser
enjoyed reasonable good, health until about a year ago, when he
became afflicted with a sore foot, which gradually became worse
and broue-ht on ai complication which resulted in his death. The
last few months he suffered intense pain and often expressed a de-
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sire to; depart and be with Christ.
Funeral services were held Monday, October 13, at the Cross
Roads Uhureh, conducted by Elder Jacob N. Martin, Elder Abner
H. Martin and Bishop Henry B. Hoffer. Text: Rom. 8:18. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
,
GROVE—Bro. Isaac E. Grove of near Rheems, Pa., died October 10, at his home, after a weeks' illness of pneumonia, aged
79 years, 1 month and 19 days. He is survived by his widow, three
daughters, Minnie at home; Mrs. Jno. Risser, Lawn; Mrs. Harry
Nissley, Middletown; two sons, Albert of Harrisburg, and Phares
of Rheems, also two brothers and two sisters, Leander, Aaron,
Mrs. Hiram Enterline and Lydia Grove all of Rheems. Funeral
services were held October 13 at 2:00 o'clock at Elizabethtown,
conducted by Bish. L. O. Musser; ?Elds. J. N. Martin and Abner
Martin. Text: Rev. 14:13. Interment in Mt, Tunnel cemetery.
STECKLEY—Bish. Peter Steckley was born August 7, 1857,
and died September 30, 1924, aged 67 years. He was married to
Sarah Heise in 1887. To this union were born fourteen children,
two of which preceded him to the glory! world, Sarah, who died a t
the age of nine, and Alice wife of Jesse Sider: of Wainfleet. There
remain to mourn their loss, his wife, six sons and six daugihters,
Lewis of South Africa; Asa of Saskatchewan; Ella, wife of Jesse
Lehman, Mary, wife of Abram Lehman, both of Carlisle, Pa.;
Henry, Landon, Ruth, married and living near home; Maggie, wife
of Eld. E. J. Swalm of Duntroon; Jesse, Peter, Cora and Khoda alL
a t home. Also two brothers and three sisters and tweity-one
grandchildren.
He was converted at the age of nineteen, and united with
the Brethren in Christ Church. He entered the ministry in the
year 1888, where he labored faithfully until June, 1924. He received the blessed experience of Sanctification and lived the Sanctified life for about twenty-seven years. It was his delight to hold
up the victorious life. In May he held his last revival effort
at Merrill, Mich., and from therel he went to Conference and then
home. From this time his health began to fail, due to low-blood
pressure. He was not able to continue preaching, but always
testified in every meeting where privilege was given. He was
privileged to attend most of the tent meetings at Schomberg Jet.
After this he was taken sick and had to keep his bed till death.
During his time in bed he loved company and was so happy in Jesus. September 25, he had a stroke which paralized one; side and
also partially affected his speech so<; that he was not able to say
just what he wanted to say. The last few days he would often
gather the family in to sing for him.
Sometime during the summer the Lord gave him a message to
deliver, which he was not able to do' on account of his condition.
The text was Jer. 23:29. Oh, earth, earth, earth, hear the word of
the Lord, and I Cor. 15:48. As is the earthy such are they that
are earthy: and as is the heavenly, such are they also, that are
heavenly. He would often say, oh so many won't be ready for
the rapture. This message was such a burden on his heart, until
he became willing to give it over toi Eld. D. W., Heise. He died a
victorious death without a struggle on September 30.
Funeral services were conducted October 3 by Eld. D. W.
Heise, Eld. Alvin Winger and Eld. Jos. Cofoer, assisted by other
ministers of Methodist and Mennonite churches. Text: Jer. 23:29;
I Cor. 15:48. Interment in Heise Hill cemetery.

Reports
BETHEL, KANSAS
The tent meeting began [in the Bethel district on August 27
and continued until September 14 with Bro. Eyster of California
in charge. 'Bro. Eyster brought the word of our God to us in a
plain and simple way, yet forcible. It was necessary for Bro.
Eyster to return to his home the first week and a half of the
meetings, because of his health. The vaclancy was filled by the
home brethren. We appreciated the messages from the brethren
because of the uplifting and encouragement we received from them.
Four precious souls knelt a t the altar of prayer, others we
know felt the need of a Savior but were not willing to yield.
May God send his blessing upon the seed] which, was sown in
order that it may bring forth precious fruit in' his kingdom.
Cor.
UPLAND, CALIF.
Elder and Mrs. H. J. Frey and family arrived here a short time
ago and will make their h o m e i n our midst for a while. We surely
appreciate their presence and fellowship with us.
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Sr. Ruth Byer spoke to us in a farewell address Sunday evening, September 21 to a large audiences On Sunday, September 28
she gave an interesting-talk at the Ghino church. Relatives and
friends were at the station to bid her Gad's speed as she' took' her
leave.
Our Sunday School and church attendance has increased noticably since Beulah College has opened.
We are looking forward to the opening of a revival effort at
this place early in November andi ask an interest in your prayers
that the Lord may richly pour out his spirit among us at all
times.
Our lovefeast will be held Saturday and Sunday, November 22
and 23. We invite all who can to partake of this feast with us.
Elder E. J. Broyles and several workers motor each Sunday to ;
Wineville where they hold Sunday School among the children of
those who are laboring there in, a cannery. They report a lively
interest. Since the majority of}'these people are poor, not having
had church privileges' for a time we feel that our prayers should
also ascend in behalf of this work.
Charles E. Engle.
ALTOONA MISSION
Report for July, August and September
" Greeting all the Visitor .family in the precious name of Jesus,
the One that shed His precious blood to redeem us from sin. Praise
His holy name.
As another three months have past by and we look back over
and see the goodness arid love of God we are made to feel and
praise Him for how he cares for us both spiritual and temporal
and for His (presence with Us; also for His saving/'and sanctifying
and keeping power. And now, brethren I commend you to God, and
to the Word of His grace which is able to build you up, and to give
you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified. Acts, 20:32.
Receipts
Naomi Wolgemuth
$ 2.23
Si*. McGregger
3.00
A Sister
—•
2.00
Sr. Chamberlin
.....:..
;.........-.-.::...............-:
20.00
Sr. Joe Wolgemuth
,
'----5.00
Christ Moyer
-.
•-- 5.00
Cora Miller
i
-i
- 1-00
Lela Pierce
....
........
: - 2.00
Zion S. S., Abilene, Kans
'..
..........
. . . . . . . 14.83
A Sister, Dallas Center
- .
.-10.00
Avery O. Kanode
-—
- 15.00
Sr.Dillin ...:..
.
--- - - - - . - - . - - - LOO
Special for Seats for Mission Room
A Sister
15.00
Bro. Frank Henderson
10.00
Bro. Jessie Oldham
..
25.00
Sr. Chamberlain
.-.
.;..
10.00
Sr. Rosie Miller
-_
2.00
Sr. Leora Kanode
5.00
Bro. Leason Oldham
i
15.00
Bro. Abram Brubaker
— ...:—..
10.00
Bro. Herman G. Miller
• 28.00
Other Donations by the following:
Bro. Joe Wolgemuth, Bro. David Nissley, Eld. Abner Martin,
Bro. Earl Stern, Bro. Harvey Lauver, Mechaniosburg Sewing Circle.
Remember us in: your prayers.
Your brother and sister for the interest of lost souls,
HERMAN' G. MILLER AND WIFE.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
On October! 4, and 5 we enjoyed a blessed lovefeast and communion service. A large and very attentive audience was present,
and we feel deep impressions? were made which, will bear fruit in
the future. The Spirit's presence was manifested in shouts of rejoicing) among the saints and some seekers at the altar. Bro. V.
L. Stump was with us and ably ministered the Word to our edifica-
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tion. A number of the brethren from other districts were present
and their ministry and testimonies were much appreciated. How
we enjoy these seasons of fellowship.
On the evening of October! 12, Sister Ruth Byer was with us
and gave a very interesting and much enjoyed talk of the India Mission work. , We wish her ©od speed as she returns to| her field of
labor.
REPORT OF HOME MISSION TREASURER
For July; August and September, 1924
\
Receipts
Balance
$ 579.22
H. T. Frey, Mountoursville, Pa.
5.00
Chester Gish, Abilene, Kans
2.50
Waukena S. S., Cal
33.57
Maytown S. S., Pa
^
„..:.
40.04
A. B. Musser, Elizabethtown, Pa
,
25.00
A Sister, Pa., for tent
: ...
:
. :....„.'.... 300.00
C. S. Sollenberger, Rosebank S. S., Kansas
A
13.45
J. J , Beyer, Waukena S. S., Cal.
10.00
Bethel S. S., Mich
;
16.55
Ruth Beyer, Conference Pledge, Cal
'.
10.00
Hebron. S. S., Clay Co., Kans
17.75
Sister S. W. Meyers, Hebron, Pa., pledge
5.00
Sarah Wolgemuth, Pa
20.00
Jacob Zercher, Pa.
5.00
Edna Harmen, Kans., pledge
6.00
Hand money from sale of Boston Mission Property
1250.00
Edgar Heise, Pleasant Hill S. S., Kans
19.42
W. C. Deemy, Dallas Center Cong., Iowa
13.42
Mechanicsburg S. S., Pa.
21.40
Mt. Pleasant S. S., Pa.
.:..
77.75
D. R. Eyster Tent Offering, Okla
_
33.47
B. S. Beyer, Pasadena Cong., Cal
17.75
Carlisle S. S., Pa
29.50
Enos McCorkle, Hummelstown Harvest Meeting, Pa.
50.30
S. W. Landis, Con. pledge
—
!
10.00
Dora Maroriety
;
5.00
Fred Bossert
1.00
Wray Vanderburg
....:.......
5.00
A Brother, Ont
.. _
25.00
Bertie Tent Offering
265.74
:...
Mater Estate, per. John Mater
25.00
Offering at Lisle
..;
80.86
Fenwick Tent Offering
152.05
Esther Wingert
10.00
Albert Reigle
.."
1.00
Mrsj A. Sider, Con. Pledge
_
10.00
Shornbury Tent Offering
.
116.27
Cheapside
Tent Offering
59.06
1
Earl Sider and wife
....
5.00
Lena Stover
!
5.00
Anthony Nigh
~"'~"Z"Z"-""* 2o!oO
Jemiina Winger
_
._
2.00
Roy Weidman
..........
10.00
Interest of fund, per L. B. Heisey
~~:~~"Z...~~~I~'''"~~. 23*56
A. H. Doner
5.00
Markham, Convention Offering
"."'.""."".........""""'."."" 25*00
Mrs. R. Gilmore
..
5*00
Mildred Gilmore
...i;' "
Q'QQ
To*1

-

i. —..
$3,473.63
Expenditures
L. F. Sheetz, allowance 2 workers
:
$ 30.00
Herman Miller, allowance 3 workers
45 00
Henry Schneider for new tent
._.'....
200*00
Earl Bossert, allowance 3 workers
i'ii~2liii- 45!oo
V. S. Belezekian, allowance 4"workers
;
V."." 6o!o0
D. E. Jennings, allowance 3 workers
"•""..:" 45*00
Sarah H. Bert, allowance 6 workers
;]
90 00
W. H. Boyer, allowance 3 workers
E3;"3"
45*00
H. W. Landis, allowance 5 workers
75 Q
Jos. Vandervere, allowance 2 workers
30 00
Water Reichard, allowance 1 worker
———
15*00
Wilber Snyder, allowance 4 worker^
60 00
Maggie Sollenberger, allowance 2 workers
30 00
John Martin, allowance 4 workers ....:
6000
D. E. Jennings for Tent service
25 00
Maude. Riply, hospital bill, (to Wilber Snyder) """"
50'no
Walter Reichard deficit at Kentucky
23*23
L. F. Sheetz, Horse feed and chapei rent . .
82 00
Foreign Mission Board, from Boston Mission Property
500*00
D. E. Jennings Tent Meeting Expense
i^'so
Elizabethtown National bank on note
" 100000
D. R. Eyster for Evangelist
66 00
D. R. Eyster, expense of two tent meetings
fis'qn
Treasurer's fare to Boston
"."""
25 00

*-
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J. L. Heisey, fare to Boston
L. O. Musser, fare to Boston
D. W. Brehm, service and car fare
Deficit at Welland
John Nigh, reserve work
Treating tent
!
Henry Heisey and wife, car fare
Hhree workers a t Welland
Vera Hilts, car fare
New tent top
Sister Frey, car fare and time
Mary Sentz, car fare
Shipping tent to Lisle
Expense at Bertie
Expense at Lisle
Shipping tent to Markham
Jacob Ginder, car fare and time
C. N. Hostetter, Jr. time and car fare
Running Expense at Fenwick
Tax on Welland Mission
Shipping tent to Cheapside
Three workers car fare
Deficit at Welland
Mary Sentz, time and car fare
Henry Heisey, time and car fare
Expense a t Shramburg
Rent of lot a t Shramburg
Eva Hoover, time and car fare
Expense at Cheapside
Earl Sider and wife, time and car fare
Total

:

:

'.

25.00
2o.OO
84.93
30.00
25.00
15.00
32.40
45.00
3.00
200.00
32.00
13.00
24.00
26.23
16.32
18.00
55.15
119.40
11.56
30.00
15.00
13.20
10.00
33.50
157.06
8.73
10.00
35.25
8.80
121.30

$3,726.76
ABNER MARTIN, Treasurer.

FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE LANCASTER MISSION
For July, August and September
The Lord has again been good to us in supplying all our needs.
All the Services have been real well attended during the last
summer. Several have united with us in church fellowship. On
Sunday evening, October! 12, we expect to open a revival meeting
with Eld. C. N. Hostetter, Jr. in charge of the meetings. Will you
pray that God might-have His way in the work as well; as in the
hearts of the people.
Receipts
sadie Engle, Pa.,
.
;....$ 2.00
Mrs. A. B. Hess, Pa
1.25
Nancy Lenhart, Kans
6.00
Henry Brubaker, Pa.,
1.00
C. B. Eavey, Pa.
,
6.95
A Brother, Pa
5.00
A Brother, Pa.
10.00
Claud Harley, Pa
10.00
Wm. Rosenberger, Pa
2.00
Mary Kindig's S. S. Class, Pa
.
14.00
P. J. Wiebe, CaL
1.00
Ella Gish, Pa
1.00
Solomon Lauver, Pa
5.00
June Lauver, Pa
1.25
Mrs. Solomon Lauver, Pa
50
Ella Lauver/Pa
..... 1.00
Mother Kanode, Pa
1.00
Annie Kachel, Pa
2.00
Pearl Swalm, Ont
1.00
I. J. Ransom, Pa
.....; ...1 3.00
Alice Hess, Pa
..2.00Mission Offerings
21.64
Susie Brennaman, Pa,
25
From Manor-Pequea District
108.31
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Miscellaneous

11.50

Total
$207.15
Provisions contributed by N. Z. Hess, Irwin Musser, Joe Kratz,
Henry Hostetter, Zeigler Hess, Ira Herr, C. N. Hostetter, Enos
Heisey, Abram Martin, J. L. Heisey, Emma Shaffer, Benj. Forry,
Ruth Hall, Alma Waltz, Graybill Wolgemutih.
Yours for lost souls,
J. H. AND BARBARA MARTIN AND WORKERS.
WELLAND MISSION
Thus saith thel Lord thy Redeemer,: the Holy One of Israel; I
am the Lord thy God which teacheth thee to profit, which leadeth
thee by the way that thou shouldest go. Isa. 48:17.
'•'• We surely feel to thank God for His sacred presence and for
the way in which His spirit is working among us. The work at
this place is very encouraging, souls are getting saved. Also have
been privileged to hold a few prayer meetings in Welland South,
among1 the colored people ;< seven of them have made a start, some
havefound complete victory. You can see a sweet heavenly shine
upon their dark faces which makes our hearts to well up with
praises to God. , Those who have; not yet real victory are hungry
and seeking for complete satisfaction.
Let all.who read these linesjpray for the work. We sincerely
feel our need of the prayers of the saints. We also wish to thank
all those who have so kindly been bringing in provisions.
Financial Report for July, August and September
Receipts
Joseph Cober
Marvil Weaver
Ruth Cronk
Josephine Marr
Carl Sider
Dora Mariartey
Ray Vanderburg
Mildred Gilmore
Sr. Miller
Helen Reddy
Sr. Morgan
Jesse Moore
Harry Young
Bro. Reigle
John Reichard, J r
Myrtle Weaver ....'.
Bessie Milne
Andrew Sider
Ada' Wolgemuth .*.
Bro. Chester Bearse
Bro. W. Bannatter
Sr. Gordon Mainland
.. ,

Tofel

-:;-'•

:-•::-

.;

;
:.

.'
;.....
;
_
......
.1...

;
"2

....
-•-:-;;----:---Expenditures

Miscellaneous
,
Groceries "fruit canning"
Water bill
Electric bill
•.-.
Gas bill
Telephone bill

$207.15
Expenditures

Provisions
Gas
Telephone
Electricity
Water

$160.02
13.48;
.._ g;75;
10.40
5-O0

-.-,..

;

• •
—
•
Sunday School Donations
Grantham Sunday School
...;
Wainfleet Sunday School
:.... : :
Detroit, Kans. Sunday School
Kindersley Sunday School
'
Total

'.
,

,

Total

• Total

$5.00
.50
50
2.00
.75
... __ 5.O0
1.0O
1.00
1.00
1.25
2.00
_ 100
1.00
4 QQ
500
_
2.00
300
2.00
^QO
5.00
1.00
2.15

;

;............;..:.....

...$48.|15
c

;

5^ 3Q
113.65
2 97
4 gr
rj'rjQ
g 70
$189.20
$26 63
2518
lim
11*20
$74.01
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Received from Home Mission Board
Other donations received

40.00
48.15
$162.16
$189.2,0
*- 162,16!

Expenditures
Donation's

i $27.04
Total deficit ..;
$37.46
L. B. AND ANNA SCHELL AND SR. ELLA COBER.
RECEIPTS FOR INDIA STAR FUND LOAN UNTIL OCT. 1, '21
Irvin W.' Musser
R. L. Wenger for Fairview, Ohio, S. S
$ 44.10
Mrs. Blanche Byerly, Lima, Ohio,
25.00
Lydia Byer, Calif
500.00
Mrs. A. S. Albright; Rowenna, Pa
2.00
Chester W. Gish, Abilene, Kans
2.50
Jacob M. Schock, Washingtonboro, Pa
5.00
C. S. Sollenberger for Rosebank, Kans., Harvest Meeting.... 54.60
Wm. Steinbrecher, Kans
50.00
Lizzie N. Engle, Mt. Joy, Pa
10.00
Harvey W. Miller, Iowa
25.00
Jacob J. Meyer for Waukena S. S., Calif
131.65
J. R. Kuhns, Mt. Joy, Pa
50.00
In His Name, Abilene, Kans
8.00
H. Trautwein for Upland, Calif., S. S
112.85
I. C. Engle for Fairview, Ohio, Cong.,
66.00
I. C. Graybill for Grantham, Pa., S. S
72.78
Albert Kitely, Carland, Mich
12.00
Maggie E. Sollenberger for San Francisco S. S
72.20
Geo Benner, Sellersville, Pa
5.00
In His name, Greencastle, Pa
10.00
Henry Grosh, Mt. Joy, Pa
5.00
Morris Stauffer, Mt. Joy, Pa
5.00
Annie E. Sollenberger, Fayetteville, Pa.
5.00
Alice Hess, Lancaster, Pa
5.00
Mary M. Hess, Mt. Joy, Pa
_.
5.00
Total ,.....j......^

.$1,283.68

"A TESTIMONY FOR; JESUS"
"Behold what manner of love the! Father hath bestowed upon
us that wei should be called the sons of God."
What a grand heritage we can) have as children of the King,
only through faith in the cleansing blood of Jesus. Am glad I
have been redeemed by this precious blood and the power keeps us
all the time, everywhere. Bless God He satisfies the longing soul.
Praise Him for faithful servants' who are not afraid to preach the
whole Gospel which searched out my heart and showed me a better
way. I never thought one could enjoy so much of the fulness of
God by simply yielding to His will. Sorry I lived an up and down
life so long,, it's a most miserable condition to become entangled
in, but the devil cheats our souls'wherever he gets a chance. "But
thanks be unto God who giveth us the victory through Jesus
Christ." Bless His name forever. It pays to take the death
route and go all the way with Jesus. When the Holy Spirit
comes to abide, it matters not what happens, we are his with
Christ in God, He fights our battles for us, we have joy, peace and
victory the world knows nothing about.
Am glad to magnify m y Christ to others, He is everything to
me. every day he becomes,: larger as- I am lost in Him. | Bless His
name. This blessed salvation is a reality' not a myth. Praise the
Lord we can know God meets us and blesses us with a blessing
suitable to our needs. As we pray to God in earnest and touch
Him by faith, like sparks from smitten steel, just so quick the
blessing comes to us. And praise God I know it's real. It's blessed
to know we may have this heart purity by the cleansing process.
Am glad we need not worry and fear any more but Jesusi sweet-
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ly abides within. I trust anyone reading these few lines who is
unsaved may come to Jesus and trust His blood, believe His promises.
"Come, unto me all ye weary and heavy laden and I will give
youi rest," and may He give joy and victory to any hungry heart
who will simply yield themselves toi God. He has so many blessings to bestow upon us which really satisfy the longing' heart and
receive the fulness of the blessing.
"Oh my heart shall not forget the golden hour,
When the Holy Spirit like a cleansing shower,
Fell upon my heart, and took complete control
Then His glory filled and thrilled my ransomed soul.
When with out reserve I consecrated all,
When I waited for the power from heaven to fall
Just the moment that the promise I believed
Then the fulness of the blessing I received.
As I walk and talk with Jesus every day
He is keeping and sustaining all the way
Fully yielded to His blessed will Divine
Oh the fulness of the blessing still is mine.
When the blessed words of promise I believed
Then the fulness of the blessing I received
And the Holy Spirit came
Like a burning cleansing flame
When the fulness of the blessing I received."
Yours in His glad service,
FRANCES B. HEISEY.

Bible School Department
GRANTHAM NOTES
The week of evangelistic services at the College closed
Sunday, October 5. We owe much praise to God for His
work in our midst. About twenty received definite: help.
We are praying that others who are still rejecting offered
mercy will yield to the wooings of the Spirit and find
peace and rest. One student, who had remarked after
being here a few days that he never saw' a place so dead
spiritually, admitted after experiencing a deeper work
of grace that the trouble was in himself. God used Bro.
and Sr. Martin in a gracious way and all were inspired to
go on to higher heights and deeper depths. Their personal chats with individual students were much appreciated.
School work is progressing nicely. The students
have become adjusted tq their new environment and are
settling down to earnest work. Usually, several weeks'
time are required to get into the way of mentaL work after a summer vacation.
Sister Miriam Steininger, a graduate nurse, has come
to take charge of the health activities of the College. The
management of the institution employs a nurse for the
purpose of helping the students from a physical standpoint. Any student may consult the nurse at any time
they feel the need of advice or medicine. Sister Steininger
will teach special courses in nursing and} first aid during
the winter term.

*
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The two senior classes of the school enjoyed a trip
to the city of Washington last week. The trip to the Capital City is a privilege the faculty grants to the graduating classes of each year because they deem that the
young people can receive knowledge there that will be
helpful to them as citizens of the country. It gives them
a breadth of ^experience such as they can get in no other
way.
Wednesday evening, October 15, Dr. C. C. Ellis, vice
president of Juniata College, gave us a fine lecture on
"'The Legend of the Topaz." The theme of the lecture
was gratitude. Dr. Ellis cited quite a number of incidents
to show that "the grace of gratitude is not too common."
We do all that we can to encourage our students to
live for the highest and best things of life. Every school
day they meet in the chapel for a period of worship. The
teachers, in turn, read a passage of Scripture and speak
for a few minutes along some line of spiritual, moral, social, or practical interest. Following is a summary of
one chapel talk:
How to be Successful
C. B. EAVEY
Scripture reading: Joshua 1:1-9.
Every normal person desires success. Young people looking out into life wish that they may be successful.
To',some these statements mean onej thing and to others,
another, depending upon the standards and ideals that
they have. Success, in this day, is measured largely in
terms of dollars and cents. It is not my purpose to tell
you how to be successful in amassing wealth, for true success is not measured iby the amount of money that is
possessed.
Every one of us is standing in the same place that
Joshua was when God spoke these words to him; that is,
a land of promise is stretching out before us, and it will
be ours for the taking. He had a great work and a great
opportunity. Great work and great opportunities face
us, as young people. Everything that we need is in the
land before us, and it was in the land before him. If
ever there was an age in which young people had opportunities and privileges, it is in the age in which we are
living.
But no one can be successful in this age any more
than in any other unless he guides his life by the principles of success. These principles, as outlined in our lesson, are: "Be strong," be "of good courage," and keep
the law of God.
"Be strong." We need strength to endure, strength
to accomplish. Without strength nothing can be done.
Strength of body, strength of mind, and strength of
spirit are needed. It is of the last that we'wish to speak
particularly. The Apostle Paul, in writing to Timothy,
exhorts fcimj to "be strong in the grace) that is in Christ
Jesus." For each one of us, there is abundance of strength
because all the power of God is at our disposal. We have
on our side One who is able to help us in every conflict and
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who can bring us out "more than conquerors." To be successful in life, we must appropriate divine strength.
"Be of good courage." We need courage to meet the
obstacles and the hindrances of life. We cannot accomplish anything without courage even in temporal things.
In the midst of all the hard things in life, let us keep the
courage of youth and, above all, the courage that God
gives. As Christians, we have every reason to be encouraged because God; is with us.
Keep the law of God. Joshua was told that he should
meditate in this law day and night. No one can be successful unless he has the ideals and principles set forth
in the Word of God. You can never meet true success
unless you, base your life and actions on the Bible. Even
men who do not have very much for spiritual things are
emphasizing this fact.
All success can really be classified under three heads:
financial success, moral success, and spiritual success. The
three principles given Joshua are needed in every one.
Money cannot be made honestly and justly without
strength, courage, and Bible principles. A strong moral
character can never be built except upon these principles
as a foundation. And no life amounts to anything spiritually unless' strength, courage and the Bible truth have
full sway in it.
Let us be strong and courageous. Let us take the
Word of God as the man of our counsel and govern our
lives by it. Meditate upon it and let it become a part of
your being. Always make spiritual success your highest
aim in life. If we do these things, nothing can keep us
from being successful in the true sense of the word,
"success."
"HE BEING DEAD YET SPEAKETH"
A letter written by the late Bish. Peter Steckley and
read at the Sunday School Convention held in his own
resident district. He was deprived of the privilege of being present on account of sickness to which he succumbed
and peacefully crossed over to be with Jesus just three
weeks after the giving of this touching message which
proved so inspiring to the Convention that we feel impressed to pass it on for the benefit of the readers of
the Visitor.
Markham Church
Sept. 12, 1924
Beloved in the Lord, greetings:
How I would long to be with you in this Sunday
School Convention, but as I feel unable I will submit to
the will of my dear Lord. "Whose I am and whom I
serve" (Amen.)
Oh I how I would love to take, part in the discussion
of the subject "Unforgotten Impressions Received During Early Childhood from the Sunday School."
When a boy perhaps of seven years when for the
first time I entered the Methodist Church at Bethesda,
how strange everything seemed, to get inside of a church,
as our people had no churches, they had their services
in their homes. Thank God; we have a church building
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now, and to me its "the place most delightful this earth
can afford is the place of devotion the house of the
Lord" (Glory to His name.)
B u t . t o come back to my early impressions how I
loved to go to Sunday School and how I loved the superintendent, a man by the name of David Lewis. While he
was praying I would look back over the seats and watch
him praying, how he would have his hands and heart lifted up to God. It looked so heavenly and holy to me. I wished I was a Christian too. Then a few years later they had
revival meetings, they had a preacher by the name of
Radwell, a man of God, who could preach conviction on
the people, and many of my cousins came out and, how I
longed to foe a child of God. So one Sunday morning I
went and thought I would take in the whole day and
thought I would go to my uncles for dinner. So after
Sunday School they had what they called their class meeting ; I stayed in and an old Methodist brother by the name
of Atchison led our class and he asked each personally
how we were getting along, and of course I,was not converted, and was the last one of the class1 and felt myself
speechless. He asked me how I was getting along, I was
so broken up I could hardly speak. I said I was not. a
Christian, but I wanted to be one and oh how kindly he
talked to me and encouraged me to give my heart to God.
I will never forget that class meeting. It did me good.
So a few years later father moved farther south so we
were nearer the Baptist church and I went there' to Sunday School. The superintendent was a man by the name
of David Rateliff a devoted man of God and he took such
an interest in the Sunday School work. Later on they
had revival meeting. A man -by the; name ofj Moore had
charge of the work and again I got heavily underconviction. One night I was sitting back against the wall and
when the invitation was given somehow something seemed to raise me on my feet, I believe it was the wooings
of the Holy Spirit. Quite a number of thei public school
children made a start and were quite religious for a
while. The teacher was a Christian lady and did what
she could to help us along spiritually, but somehow we
failed and lost all those good impressions: for a while, but
\the Holy Spirit was faithful1 and while yet in my teens I
got under awful conviction again. (I see my letter is
getting lengthy but the blessed Holy Spirit is dictating
to me: faster than I can pen the words. Hallelujah! The
chairman please stop if he sees fit at any time.) This
time a gracious revival broke out among our own dear
people seemingly without any special effort put forth and
I was again caught in the sacred flame of heavenly love
and got full salvation (Glory to God) for the wellspring
within or a spring in the well. This was all before we had
Sunday Schools and churches, but thank God we now have
a prosperous Sunday School.
I well remember the first superintendent, if I mistake
not it was Bro. John Doner and: the next was Bro. John
Bestard, if I have it right. I thank God for the Sunday
Scheoli and what it has done and is doing for our people.
It is, a life saving station in the church.
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Now in conclusion I would, like to yet say with that
well spring of joy in my heart it opened up later on to an
artesian well where the head became higher than the
well and up she came until it overflowed and has been
bubbling over ever since in the sanctified life. Amen.
I hope the love-feast will be true to name and you
will have a gracious outpouring of the Holy Spirit and
that there will be a real melting together and shouts of
victory will go up from the camp as the meetings continue.
In much love,,
PETER STECKLEY.
Immediately following the reading of his letter upon
request of Bish. Steckley the following well known and
very appropriate hymn was sung which we feel should
be attached in full to his letter.
Jesus is All the World to Me
Jesus is all the world to me, my life, my joy, my all
He is my strength from day to day, without Him I would
fall
When I am sad, to him I go, no other one can cheer me so
When I am sad, He makes me glad He's my friend.
Jesus is all the world to me, My friend in trials sore
I go to Him for blessings and He gives them o'er and o'er
He sends the sunshine and the rain, He sends the harvest's golden grain
Sunshine and rain, harvest of grain, He's my friend.
Jesus is all the world to me, and true to Him I'll be
Oh how could I this friend deny, when He's so true to me
Following Him I know I'm right He watches o'er me day
and night
Following Him foy day and night He's my friend,
\
Jesus is all the world to me, I want no better friend .
I trust Him, now, I'll trust Him when life's fleeting days
shall end
Beautiful life with such a friend, beautiful life that has
no end
Eternal life, eternal joy, He's my friend.
CONSECRATION AS TAUGHT IN SCRIPTURE
(Continued from page 4)
Third, "of the tribe of Benjamin", a God-ordained,
a God-recognized, and a God->blessed relationship for social advantages, but even this lawful fellowship had to
be counted "loss and "dung" that he might "win Christ."
May all those of the tribes of Ben Hur, Red Men,
Daughters of Pochontas and Rebecca, Knight Templars,
K. K. K.'s and the host of kindred organizations realize
that these things have their place with the rubbish on
the dump.
Fourth, "An Hebrew of the Hebrews," embraces his
educational advantages, degrees, diplomas, and scientific
attainments.
If Paul had continued in that life, he could have been
called, Rabbi, and no doubt would have had a place in the
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Sanhedrin, but he chose the way of humility, as unknown,
rejecter, despiser, but still his life went on as a sweet
savor unto God,
Would that we might see the day, when the Rev., Dr.,
D. D., L. L. D., M. A., B. A., and the much sought for
kindred titles will be swallowed >up in the "'excellency of
the knowledge of Christ," that He indeed may be all in
all!
Fifth, "A Pharisee," sectish, denominational pride,
all profession, no possession.
0 ! the despicable little "ites" and "isms" which people hold so close before their eyes, that they blindfold
themselves to the glorious, living, reigning Christ, with
all His abundant fulness for His saints. Hallelujah, for
the privilege of "seeing Him who is invisable" (Heb.
11:27.)
Listen! The Brethren in Christ never made me a
Christian, but since through the work of Heb. 2:11, I am
one of the brethren of Christ, I have found blessed fellowship with the faithful Brethren in Christ." (Col. 1:2.)
Glory to God, for the fllowship of I Jno. 1:3-7.
Sixth, "'Concerning zeal, persecuting the church."
Here, indeed, was no lack in purposing, earnestness, and
outward endeavor, but the sad fact was this, it was all
after His own mind. (Acts 26:9.)
Many say, "It does not matter what we believe, just
so we are sincere and honest in what we believe." Sad
delusion; "Believe a lie, that they all might be damned,
who believed not the TRUTH."
O! how many like Israel, unsaved, and yet "have a
zeal of God, but not according to knowledge." Witness
this in the machinery and organization of today, Societies, Bands, Brotherhoods, Federations, Aids, Classes,
with their contests, recitals, entertainments, banquets,
suppers, bazars, socials, festivals, etc., but no Christ and
no saving power.
Seventh, "Righteousness of the law," "'the commandments of the law contained in ordinances," which are all
to perish with the using; which only pointed forward to
the work of Christ, and had no salvation in themselves,
but only could save as faith laid hold on Christ; of whom
all these things were only "the figure of Him who was to
come."
Just so, the ordinances of the house of God today, are
not saving in themselves, but, thank God, they are commemorative of a finished work, as baptism, "the answer
of a good conscience towards God;" the Lord's Supper,
emblematic of His shed blood and broken body, (His Life
and His Word,) given for the life of the world. The great
supper to which all are invited.
Sad to say, many today are trusting in church membership, keeping of ordinances, moral living, good deeds,
good desires and good intentions, instead of the living
Christ; just like trying to shake hands with the unresponsive shadow of a man on the wall, instead of the real,
living, breathing man, himself.
Thus far, we have been noting item by item, the
apostle Paul's experience, but in the seventh and eighth
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verses, he makes one comprehensive sweep of every thing
that remains, in the "what things were gain," and the
"all things," together were counted but loss and dung,
"that I may win Christ, and be found in Him," having the
righteousness (sanctification or holiness) which is of
GOD BY FAITH., that I may know him, and the power of
His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings,
being made conformable unto his death."
May the Spirit make this real in each of our* lives is
our prayer. Amen.
Springfield, 0.
THE CHRISTIAN'S ARMOR
Behold the Christian soldier stand,
All ready for the fray.
His armor brighter than the light,
Or than the orb of day.
From head to foot his coat of mail
Is closely buckled on.
With not a thought of giving o'er
Until ; his foe is gone!. .
His armor, matchless gift of God,'
Consider well each part.
From crown of head to sole of foot
Unpierced by Satan's dart.
His helmet, bright salvation's hope;
His breastplate faith and love;
His loins with truth all girt about,
The message from above!
His sandals of the gospel peace,
The shield of faith he holds;
His sword, the mighty Word of God.
Truth's banner now unfolds.
The enemy may brandish steel,
And fill the land with woe,
The Christian warrior shall prevail
And vanquish every foe.
—Florence Welty Merrell in Way of Faith.
WHAT TOBACCO DESTROYS.
Many persons have the impression that tobacco destroys only health, or possibly has a depressing mental
effect. It is becoming more and more certain, however,
that'tobacco destroys one of the most valuable traits of
human nature—that of being thoughtful of others. The
tobacco organs, in recent months, have been urging users of tobacco to be more careful, so as not to offend nonusers of the weed. The Tobacco Record, in one of its issues, has a column editorial, urging smokers to adopt as
a resolution the following: "I will smoke with consideration during 1924." But regardless of the exhortation of
"friend or foe," most tobacco users will continue in time
to come as they have always been—smoking with con-
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sideration of just one thing: Their own desires and appetites.
This is brought out by Dr. Wm. Brady, noted writer
on health topics. He relates an incident of a seedy-looking, tobacco-smelling man who came to him as an agent
for an insurance company, making such an unfavorable
impression upon him that it impaired his confidence in
the company he represented. Commenting, Dr. Brady
says: "Tobacco seems to destroy any little natural refinements of character a man may have. No man has
any right or excuse for inflicting his tobacco on persons
who do not care for a second-hand indulgence. Yet few tobacco users ever give this a thought. They do not
think how offensive they are, simply because Tobacco is
a Narcotic in its effect on the mind.
An Ohio paper says: "If smokers would suppress
'boorishness in puffing smoke into the faces of ladies and
non-smokers, there would be less antagonism to the use
of tobacco." That one little word "if" is the mountain in
the way. "Can the Etbiooean change his skin or the
leopard his spots ?"—Will H. Brown in Way of Faith.
FIFTEEN HUNDRED «IXTY-EIGHT YOUNG PEOPLE.
Fifteen hundred sixty-eight young people have iust
registered for the free winter courses at the Moody Bible
Institute of Chicago, to prepare for definite Christian
work. Six hundred fifty of these are residents of Chicago enrolled in the evening school. More than nine hundred are resident in the day school and represent every
section of our own country and many foreign lands.
Here students are equipped for service as pastors,
pastors' assistants, evangelists, directors of religious education, home and foreign missionaries, Bible teachers,
evangelistic singers, piano and pipe organ players, Y. M.
C. A. and Y. W. C. A. workers, church visitors, deaconesses, and for all forms of Christian work.
Sincerity must be) the foundation of all sound Christian experience and progress. There is no place in the
religious life for duplicity of any kind. If any form of
that be resorted to, the wrecking of any spiritual development that may have begun in the soul soon follows.
No sort of emotion! or service can be a substitute for integrity. If that be wanting, one is pitiably destitute, no
matter what else one may possess.—Selected.
I have lived long enough to feel, not merely to think,
how careful 'and tender are the dispositions of the Divine
Providence, arranging, I suppose, for all, the best that is
possible for each, in view of both time and eternity.—.
John A. Andrew.
Five years ago a minister at Kochi, Japan, handed a
school teacher a tract. When he again saw her, she gave
evidence that she 'had a proper conception of the plan of
salvation, and was trusting in; Christ.—Selected.
A man is turned into the semblance of the idol he
he worships.—A. T. Pierson.
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1925 Scripture Text Calendar
Features that make it valuable—
Beautiful Bible Pictures
The 1925 Scripture Text Calendar is embellished with
thirteen beautiful Bible pictures, printed in colors, which
clearly portray scenes familiar in Bible History. The
titles of the pictures for the different months are as
follows:
January—Mary Hath Chosen the Better Part.
February—Jacob's Dream.
March—Jesus and the Woman of Samaria.
April—Jesus in Gethsemane.
May—Hannah Brings Samuel to Eli.
June Samuel Anoints Saul King.
July—Daniel in the Lion's Den.
August—Nathan Rebuking David.
September—Mary and Elizabeth.
October—Abraham Entertaining Angels.
November—The Flight into Egypt.
December—Angel Appears to the Shepherds.
THE FRONT COVER is 9%xl6 inches in size and
shows Christ "the Great Healer" touching a sick child
held in its mother's arms. This is a picture you will want
to preserve long after you are through with the calendar.
Your home deserves one of these fine Calendars.
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Size of Calendar 9 V4 x 16 inches
THE CALENDAR WITH THE BIG FIGURES
PRICES
Single Copies
Five Copies
Twelve Copies

$ .30
1.40
3.15

.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLACE YOUR ORDER.

Agents wanted for Calendars and Mottoes.
Liberal Discounts to Agents

E. V. Publishing House
,

Nappanee, Indiana

